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Abstract Cache timing channels operate stealthily through modulating the
cache access latencies, and exfiltrate sensitive information to malicious adversaries. Among several forms of such timing channels, covert channels are
especially dangerous since they involve two colluding processes (namely, the
trojan and spy), and are often difficult to stop or prevent. In this article, we
propose and demonstrate PrODACT, a low-cost mitigation mechanism using
hardware prefetchers to defend against cache-based timing channels. Our detection mechanism first identifies the target cache sets that are being exploited
by the adversaries, and then the counterattack mechanism fetches cache blocks
to obliterate the pattern of cache accesses (misses and hits) created to construct timing channel between the trojan and the spy. We evaluate PrODACT
on different classes of cache timing channel protocols that use different numbers
of cache block groups for covert communication in a round-robin or parallel
fashion. We observe that the cache timing channels suffer an average 50% bit
error rate (with a minimum of at least 30%) which makes it very difficult or
impossible for spy to decipher any useful information.
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1 Introduction
Computer users have increasingly turned to shared computing platforms, such
as cloud services, to satisfy their processing needs. Such platforms allow application processes from different clients to be co-located on a same physical
machine. Malicious clients could exploit such features for information leakage purposes. Hardware vendors have already become aware of the danger,
and have started providing primitives to prevent the information leakage. For
example, Intel’s Software Guard Extensions (SGX) [2] supports enclaves in
memory and prohibits processes from accessing memory belonging to other
enclaves. While such protection schemes exist, a vast majority of hardware
resources (including caches) can still be exposed to untrusted processes since
they are still shared by processes running in the system.
Among various forms of information leakage attacks, timing channels are
especially notorious for their stealthy exfiltration of sensitive information leaving no physical evidence for forensics. These hardware-based timing channels work by observing the modulation of shared resource access timing such
that sensitive data can be secretly transmitted [57, 1, 56, 19]. Since hardware
resources are inherently shared among processes to maximize utilization of
hardware and improve ease of data sharing between genuine users, it is difficult to prevent any timing channels simply through isolating the resources.
Such timing channels can manifest hardware either as side channels, where a
benign victim unknowingly leaks sensitive data to a malicious spy, or as covert
channels, where a malicious insider trojan process intentionally colludes with
a spy process to manipulate access timing of a shared resource to exfiltrate
secrets [11]. Note that the system security policy explicitly prohibits any form
of direct communication between trojan-spy pairs, and as such any form of
communication (including indirect means) shall be deemed illegitimate communication between them [17].
Caches are among the most exploited hardware structures for timing channel attacks as they are frequently shared between multiple CPU cores. Unlike functional units whose usage can be monitored, caches contain numerous
cache sets that may be accessed by several processes concurrently at any given
times. This makes guarding of caches against timing channels challenging and
important. Cache-based covert timing channel operates using a trojan that
intentionally manipulates the latencies of cache data accesses such that the
spy can decipher the secrets based on the observed latency [50, 41, 52, 53, 33,
25]. Most existing solutions aim to redesign caches [51] to prevent timing channels altogether. These methods incur higher costs caused by huge amount of
hardware modification and disrupt locality.
In this article, we propose PrODACT, an efficient, low-cost approach to
defend against cache timing channels using hardware prefetchers. Our solu-
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tion analyzes the cache for suspicious cache access activity by using a lowcost trigger pattern detector that tracks potential cache timing channels. Our
defense framework targets the suspicious cache sets identified as being exploited by the timing channel, and then obfuscates any trojan-initiated timing
modulation (corresponding to covert bit transmission). This is accomplished
through prefetching cache blocks that counter any cache replacement (and
non-replacement/hits) as performed by the trojan on suspected cache sets.
We experiment and analyze the efficacy of PrODACT against various timing
channel protocol implementations. By designing a front-end detector, we make
sure that the benign processes do not suffer any performance impact, and that
the cache sets belonging to them aren’t targeted by the hardware prefetcher
unnecessarily. A recent proposal, Disruptive Prefetching [20] has used prefetchers to interrupt side channels. However, it has three major drawbacks:
1. Disruptive prefetcher randomly fetches a number of additional blocks (besides the victim’s memory blocks) to essentially pollute the cache and thereby,
avoid any potential for side channels. We note that such an approach may
lead to unnecessary cache pollution, and negatively impact the performance
of genuine applications. In contrast, our framework mounts a targeted defense
by only disturbing cache sets utilized by the trojan/spy without causing any
additional cache pollution.
2. Disruptive prefetching is designed to only defend L1 caches. We note that
covert timing channels can also be implemented in non-private, shared caches [33].
We aim to prevent timing channels on any shared cache and disrupt covert
communication that exploit them.
3. Disruptive prefetching uses set balancing to create uniform traffic to cache
sets. While this is useful to guard against side channels by masking traffic
flow between caches and memory, we note that covert channels intentionally
construct specific groups of cache sets and repeatedly use them to communicate
bits. Our framework is aimed at targeting the specific cache sets (instead of
masking traffic patterns) that ultimately helps obfuscate the bit regardless of
the number of cache blocks used in communication.
Prefetch-guard [23] introduces the concept of potentially using hardware
prefetchers to defend against cache timing channels, and discusses a preliminary strategy to prefetch cache blocks that were primed by the spy after the
trojan replaces them. However, Prefetch-guard does not discuss any optimizations to improve system performance in order to realistically use prefetchers as
a defense against cache timing channels. Also, Prefetch-guard does not study
effectiveness against several variants of cache timing channels.
In this article, we add several major contributions, and demonstrate a
number of practical design considerations, as well as defenses against realworld timing channel implementations: Specifically, the new key contributions
in this article include:
1. We show how aggressive hardware prefetching can be avoided with a practical trigger pattern recognizer that implements first level filtering to avoid
analyzing benign processes that do not show timing channel activity,
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2. In order to evaluate the effectiveness of our solution, we study several variants of cache timing channel implementations such as round-robin and parallel,
as well as protocols that exploit single and multiple groups of cache sets.
3. We also discuss how our framework can be used to defend against prominent
classes of timing channels, namely Prime+Probe, and Flush+Reload.
PrODACT provides two key advantages over prior solutions:
– Scalability: Our framework targets misbehaving trojan-spy processes. Therefore, regardless of the total number of processes running in the system, as
long as suspicious pairs are identified (through observing repeated, intentional cache block replacements), the timing channel activity can be annulled between these malicious pairs without adversely affecting benign
applications that utilize the remaining cache sets. We note that cache
partitioning-based defenses [49, 38] are hard to scale because the number
of cache partitions are limited. If the cache is partitioned heavily, benign
processes may slow down because of insufficient cache capacity.
– Low cost: We leverage existing hardware prefetchers, and make minimal
hardware modifications to track cache conflict misses unlike prior approaches
that fundamentally alter cache designs by adding secure and non-secure
partitions [51] or obfuscating data placement [32].
The major contributions of our article are as follows:
1. We propose PrODACT, an efficient approach to counter cache-based timing channels. We demonstrate novel ways to utilize hardware prefetchers
and obfuscate the trojan-spy communication in a targeted manner such
that the spy will not be able to correctly decipher the bits transmitted by
the trojan.
2. We design a two-level, scalable low-cost detector for cache timing channels and suspicious target cache sets. We show obfuscation methods that
perturb the cache access timing modulation orchestrated by the trojan by
increasing the error rate for the spy.
3. We show the efficacy of our approach through evaluating on various classes
of timing channel protocol implementations, namely round-robin and parallel with different numbers of cache set groups used for covert communication. Our experimental results show that hardware prefetchers can be
highly effective in defending against cache timing channels.

2 Background
2.1 Cache Timing Channels
Cache covert timing channel usually involves two processes: trojan/victim and
spy, where the spy learns of sensitive secrets from trojan/victim through timing
modulation of cache access latencies. Note that any form of direct communication between them will be prohibited by the underlying system security pol-
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Fig. 1: Steps to Implement Cache Timing Channel Attack
icy [17]. Caches present a good choice for trojans to leak information because
of the following two reasons:
1. Caches are shared by different processes (both trojan and spy have access
to same cache).
2. Processes can observe the access latency to infer whether a memory address
is in cache.
When a process requests a memory line in the cache (cache hit), the time
it takes would be much shorter than requesting a memory line which is not in
the cache (cache miss). There are mainly two ways for a process to influence
cache access latency of other processes: cache conflict and clflush command.
Cache conflict miss happens when a memory line is allocated in a cache set
that is already occupied. Then a cache block in that set would be replaced
by the new one. If the owner of the evicted cache block requests that block
later, it would suffer cache miss and observe a longer latency. Clflush command
enables processes to evict its memory line from cache. If other processes which
share the evicted memory line try to access it, they would observe a cache
miss. These features can be exploited to modulate cache timing and covertly
transmit information [46].
Three primary ways are proposed to implement cache timing channel:
prime+probe [52, 34, 11, 24], flush+reload [59, 6, 61, 58], and evict+time [37].
Evict+time can only be implemented in side channel because it requires spy
to send service requests to victim and time the latency of responses. To implement prime+probe timing channels, as shown in Figure 1a, the spy primes
the cache sets with its memory lines, and the trojan replaces them to create
conflict patterns and encode bits. The spy then probes the same cache sets,
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Fig. 2: Prime+Probe Communication Protocols

and measures the cache access latencies to infer the trojan’s activity. As shown
in Figure 1b, for flush+reload, the spy flushes shared memory lines from cache
set first. Then, the trojan encodes bits by either accessing the memory lines or
by staying idle. The spy reload those shared memory lines and measure access
latency to figure out whether trojan has accessed them. Among above implementations we discussed, prime+probe has least number of prerequisites to
realize the attack, and it is merely based on cache accesses without specifically
depending on any shared address patterns seen in other types of attacks.
There are several communication protocols to implement prime+probe
cache timing channels in real systems. The cache access activity of trojan
and spy can be manifested in a round-robin [11] or in a parallel fashion [55].
For round-robin protocol, the trojan and spy have a schedule and only access
cache when the other one finish its activity. As shown in Figure 2a, the trojan
encodes bits by either accessing cache or staying idle. And the spy access cache
after trojan’s encoding (access or idle). Then, the trojan starts encoding next
bit when spy finish its access. For parallel implementation, trojan and spy
don’t have accurate information about each other’s timing. At the beginning,
the trojan transmits predetermined symbol sequences to inform spy the approximate bit boundary. Then the trojan encode one single bit with multiple
cache accesses in order to make sure that spy would receive its information.
As shown in Figure 2b, the trojan access cache four times to encode one bit
by using repetition coding and spy keeps accessing cache to make sure it won’t
miss the trojan’s information. Trojan may also implement different encoding
strategy. The trojan could create conflict misses on either a specific group of
cache sets [52, 24] or multiple groups of cache sets [41, 53]
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2.2 Prefetcher Module in Processors
Data prefetching has been utilized to bridge the performance gap created between processors and DRAM. Prefetching can be implemented based on both
software and hardware. Software prefetching requires support from architecture which enables prefetch instruction to bring memory lines from DRAM. For
instance, Intel® Xeon Phi™ [13] provides vprefetch1 instruction which brings
a 64B memory lines to L2 cache and vprefetch0 to push it further to L1 cache.
When an instruction tries to bring an unavailable memory line, the system
would stay silent and ignore it rather than throw page faults. The prefetch instruction could be inserted by expert programmers or automatically generated
by state of art compilers.
The on-chip hardware prefetchers work by monitoring the cache misses,
and predicting the memory addresses that satisfy CPU’s data needs in the
near future. Hardware prefetchers are, by default, enabled in most of modern processors. The common types of hardware prefetchers based on spatial
locality are Stream: loads next sequential addresses in the page, and Stride:
which brings the addresses at a fixed stride from the requested address. To
satisfy temporal locality, prefetchers use Global history buffer-based policy
that predicts the next cache reference based on previous access pattern [36].

3 Threat Model and Assumptions
Our attack model assumes that a trojan has accesses to sensitive information
that a spy is trying to steal by observing the access to one of the largest shared
hardware structures, namely caches. We evaluate our design using the covert
timing channels where an insider trojan process intentionally manipulates the
hardware resource timing to communicate secrets. We note that our solution
approach can also prevent side channels. This is due to the fact that malicious trojan (covert channels) and benign victim (side channels) have similar
interactions with the spy, and manifest themselves similarly in terms of cache
timing modulation behavior. The only difference between them is that a trojan communicates intentionally, and therefore, is far more difficult to detect
or prevent.
Without loss of generality, the spy and trojan are assigned to different cores
that share hardware caches. (e.g., Last Level Cache or LLC). Note that, under
the system security policy, any form of inter-process communication between
the trojan-spy is prohibited by OS since the trojan has access to sensitive data
that is usually not available to the spy. Besides, the processes from different
security domains have no shared library and flushing cache line contents (e.g.,
via clflush instruction) belonging to the different process shall not be allowed.
Therefore, through isolation mechanisms that prevent accesses to shared libraries simultaneously, the OS and VM can prevent certain types of timing
channel implementations such as Flush+Reload [59]. Prime+probe techniques,
which doesn’t require any such sharing prerequisites, will still work under this
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system security model. Therefore, our threat model includes the most potent
Prime+Probe-based attacks (that does not require any shared memory between trojan and spy) to create conflict patterns for covert communication.
The spy primes some cache sets with its own data blocks where the cache sets
used in timing channels could be separated into one or more groups.
In this article, we demonstrate timing channels that assume a trojan covertly
encoding bit ‘1’ through evicting cache blocks owned by the spy, and transmitting bit ‘0’ simply by staying idle. Without the loss of generality, we note that
such a transmission scheme may be extended to other encoding schemes where
multi-bit encoding is performed with multiple latency bands [56], and the timing of trojan and spy’s activity could be round-robin and parallel. We observe
that a covert channel, where trojan and spy operates in parallel, is similar to
side channel since there is no synchronization between two processes. Therefore, our evaluation results on covert channels with parallel protocols capture
side channel behavior.
Finally, we note that certain system administrators could simply terminate
the program instead of deploying mitigation strategies such as PrODACT.
This may be undesirable on two counts: 1. In case of side-channels, where a
spy intentionally create conflict misses with innocent victim, terminating both
involved processes may impact benign applications unnecessarily. 2. When two
benign applications compete for cache resources temporarily during short time
periods, both benign applications will be terminated. In contrast PrODACT
would improve the access latency through prefetching their cache blocks.

4 Motivation
4.1 Uncovering Timing Channels
The requirements of cache-based timing channels include: 1. the spy’s ability to
distinguish between cache hit and miss latencies, and 2. the trojan’s capability
to orchestrate a series of cache hits and misses for the spy’s observation. As
stated in Section 3, the spy cannot directly communicate with the trojan to
obtain information. Therefore, the spy has to infer trojan’s communicated bits
covertly through measuring cache latencies for accesses.
Initally, the spy primes all of the cache sets through filling them with
its own cache blocks. The trojan transmits bit ‘1’ by evicting all of the cache
blocks owned by the spy, and transmits bit ‘0’ by staying idle (i.e., does not replace spy’s blocks). After trojan’s activity, spy probes and measures the access
latency for those cache blocks it had primed previously. Let us demonstrate a
timing channel attack (implemented on Gem5 simulator [7]), and record the
spy’s access latencies when it performs the probe phase. Figure 3, the red
dashed line shows the spy’s observations. The latencies are either above 2000
cycles or below 700 cycles when trojan transmit bits ‘1’ and ‘0’ respectively.
To decipher the bits, the spy can simply pick a threshold equal to the mean of
all latencies, and decipher the communicated bit as ‘1’ if latency is larger than
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the threshold, and ‘0’ if the latency is less than the threshold. In this case,
the spy would get 0% error rate. The above example shows that it is essential
for the spy to have a clear decision boundary (threshold) to decipher the bit
transmitted by the trojan.
As one straightforward observation, we can infer that by making this decision boundary non-perfectly separating, the spy will no longer be able to
reliably decipher the covertly communicated bits. We can achieve this by increasing the spy’s observed latency when trojan transmits bit ‘0’, and through
decreasing the spy’s access latency when trojan transmits bit ‘1’.

4.2 Defense using Hardware Prefetcher
Hardware prefetcher has the ability to bring data blocks into the cache even
before those blocks are actually being consumed by the processor. We note
that such prefetchers can be leveraged to artificially increase or decrease cache
access latencies in a controlled manner.
The prefetcher has the ability to obfuscate cache timing channels in the
following two ways:
– Convert certain Cache Misses to Hits: If the prefetcher brings the spy’s
blocks back into the cache right after trojan evicts them, the spy would
suffer from less number of cache misses during its probe phase. In other
words, the access latency observed by spy would be lower than expected
and this lowers the decision boundary.
– Convert certain Cache Hits to Misses: If the prefetcher replaces some of the
spy’s cache blocks that the trojan did not evict, the spy would experience
greater number of cache misses during its probe phase. In other words, the
access latency observed by spy would be higher than expected and pushes
the decision boundary.
In the case of timing attack that we discussed in Section 4.1, in order to
introduce frequent errors in timing channels, we should make the spy’s cache
latencies during ‘0’ and ‘1’ bit transmissions to be indistinguishable. That is,
we should flip half of cache hits that occur during ‘0’ bit transmission to cache
misses; similarly, we ought to flip half of cache misses to hits when bit ‘1’ is
being transmitted.
In an 8-way set associative cache, after the trojan encodes bit ‘0’ by staying
idle, the spy should normally observe 8 hits during its probe phase. However,
right before spy’s probe, if we replace some of spy’s blocks that were left intact
from its last prime phase, the spy would suffer from cache misses that should
have not happened. Therefore, spy experiences more misses than expected
which would confuse the spy from correctly inferring the transmitted ‘0’.
Similarly, after trojan encodes bit ‘1’ by evicting spy’s cache blocks, the
spy would normally suffer 8 misses because all of its data blocks are evicted
from cache set. If we can prefetch some of data blocks owned by the spy before
it probes, the spy would suffer lesser number of cache misses, and the latency
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that it measures would be lower than expected. This can confuse the spy from
correctly inferring the transmitted ‘1’.
To make the spy’s observed latencies for bit ‘1’ and bit ‘0’ to overlap
in value as much as possible, we make the spy to observe about 4 misses
during its probe phase regardless of what the trojan transmits. This is done
by flipping cache misses and hits as described above, effectively obfuscating
the timing channel. The observed latencies on the spy side during transmission
of alternating 1’s and 0’s after obfuscation is shown in Figure 3. For any
given bit, we observe that the obfuscated latency is significantly different from
the obfuscation-free cases, and the latency difference between bits 1 and 0 is
practically non-exsistant. If spy uses the mean latency as its decision boundary,
the error rate would be 53% which is just as good as a random guess. If a
sophisticated spy hopes to separate the latencies into multiple decision regions
to improve communication quality, it requires knowledge about distribution of
access latency values which needs thousands of measurement and would result
in overfitting of samples. In general, with the noise shown in this example, it
is impractical for the trojan and spy to build a robust cache timing channel.
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5 PrODACT Design
The design of our PrODACT framework involves three important modules:
Conflict Miss Tracker, a two-level, low-cost Trigger Pattern Recognizer, and
a Prefetch Controller shown in Figure 4. The Conflict Miss Tracker, that is
built into shared Last Level Cache (LLC), collects information on cache misses
and identifies the conflict misses among them. The two-level Trigger Pattern
Recognizer analyzes the conflict miss patterns, and identifies the cache sets
that are likely exploited by the malicious processes. Once suspicious sets and
the corresponding memory addresses are sent to the prefetch controller, it
sends prefetch requests to obfuscate the trojan-spy covert communication.

5.1 Conflict Miss Tracker
Conflict misses occur exclusively in set-associative caches when blocks are
pre-emptively replaced from the cache even before the full cache capacity is
reached. That is, when a core A’s cache block is replaced by a core B’s cache
block prematurely, and the core A accesses the same block again (that had
been recently replaced), a conflict miss occurs. Such conflict misses occur when
many blocks that map to the same cache set are accessed successively, and
the cache does not support enough associativity to accommodate all of the
blocks. Note that such conflict misses would have never happened in a fully
associative cache.
In order to track such conflict misses, a simple hardware buffer (Conflict
Miss Tracker) maintains a list of addresses that are replaced during cache
misses in LLC, along with the corresponding owner core ID for that block.
If a currently replaced address to the cache is not in this hardware tracking
buffer, it would be added. Upon every cache miss, the incoming cache address
is checked against the buffer entries to verify if a conflict miss had occurred. If
the incoming address to the cache is found in the buffer, we can infer that this
address was recently replaced by another cache block, and hence is recorded
as a conflict miss. An example of conflict miss identification is shown in Figure
5 where the memory line A suffers cache miss because it’s replaced by memory line B. We note that such cache conflict miss identification techniques in
hardware have been proposed for performance analysis reasons [48]. We note
that the conflict miss tracker could achieve a high accuracy with less than 3%
area overhead in L2 cache and 1.5% access time overhead.
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Note that mutual cache block eviction activity is very common in cache
timing channels. During such mutual evictions, both the incoming and outgoing addresses will be found in the conflict miss tracker. Since the trojan and
spy pairs will do the evictions repeatedly using multiple addresses to covertly
communicate with each other, the identities of the trojan and victim can be
easily found. The output of Conflict Miss Tracker is the list of evicted addresses, the owners of evicting and evicted memory addresses (likely trojan
and spy processes).

5.2 Trigger Pattern Recognizer
Once a Conflict Miss Tracker identifies a series of cache misses, the next step is
to figure out whether there is a potential cache timing channel. We propose a
two-level mechanism, where the first-level filters conflict misses that are likely
benign, and the second-level uses pattern recognition to identify likely timing
channels.
As mentioned in Section 1, the Prime+Probe typically involves three phases:
1) spy’s prime, 2) trojan/victim’s activity, and 3) spy’s probe. In the Prime
phase, in order to observe the trojan’s activity, spy primes all of the cache sets
by bringing its own blocks into those sets. Then the trojan transmits encoded
bits by evicting spy’s cache blocks or by staying idle. After trojan’s activity,
spy probes its primed cache blocks, and measures the access latency to infer
the bit that was transmitted by the trojan. The entire prime+probe procedure has two features which are usually not found in benign processes: 1. The
number of conflict misses is usually much higher because each prime+probe
operation contains multiple conflict misses. To transmit with a reasonable
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bandwidth, the spy and trojan would suffer more conflict misses than normal
applications. 2. The conflict miss pattern between the spy and trojan happen
in an alternating fashion.
Before doing the pattern analysis of conflict misses, we first filter the processes which have few conflict misses because they are either benign processes
or an extremely low-bandwidth channel (as per DoD Standard [17], timing
channel bandwidths below 0.1 bps are considered unavoidable in any real system). For the conflict-intensive processes, we send the conflict information to
second level analyzer to do the further analysis.
Let us denote process A evicting process B’s cache line as A → B. In
prime+probe attack, during probe phase there would be multiple spy → trojan
conflicts. When trojan encodes information, we can observe trojan → spy. The
goal of trigger pattern recognizer (in its second step after filtering benign processes) is to extract the alternating patterns of trojan → spy and spy → trojan.
To illustrate our trigger detection algorithm, we run a timing channel attack on an 8-way associative cache. Trojan transmits ‘1’ by evicting eight ways
primed by spy, and transmits ‘0’ by staying idle. We record the way occupancy
and the cumulative count of the eviction pairs. As shown in Figure 6, the spy
primes 8 cache ways, and then, trojan evicts the spy’s blocks. The spy’s cache
set occupancy decreases first and then increases back to 8, while the trojan’s
way occupancy shows the opposite behavior. These changes in cache way occupancy is caused by trojan → spy and spy → trojan eviction patterns. For
different protocols, the order of these two kinds of eviction could be different,
but the pattern of loss and gain in way occupancy resulting from cache conflict
misses is the same. To extract the pattern we maintain a counter for each pair
of processes in every cache set. For a pair of processes (a, b) and a cache set
i, we record the vector (a, b, i). When a a → b eviction occurs on the cache
set i, the counter corresponding to vector, Ca,b,i increases by one. Similarly, if
a b → a eviction happens, the counter decreases by one. The value of Ca,b,i
equals to the difference of cumulative number of a → b evictions and b → a
evictions. As shown in Figure 6, the difference of two cumulative numbers first
increases and then decreases in one prime+probe operation. During covert
timing channel activity, we could observe the value switch back and forth for
multiple times.
If the number of cumulative switches of the value (difference of the two
counters) on a cache set becomes higher than a threshold, we infer repeated,
intentional cache block replacements by trojan/spy pair to manipulate cache
timing. Consequently, the trigger identifies such cache sets as suspicious for
communication between the corresponding pair of owners a, b.
We note that our two-level trigger pattern detector improves scalability by
filtering benign processes and their related conflict misses. This vastly reduces
the number of pairs running in the system that need to be analyzed further
for potential timing channels.
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Fig. 7: Bit Boundary obfuscation by PrODACT

5.3 Prefetch Controller
The prefetch controller receives the information about suspicious processes
and the cache addresses that are involved in timing channel-related activity.
Based on this information, the prefetch controller analyzes the timing of the
prime+probe and delivers prefetch requests to the L1 cache prefetchers to
obfuscate cache timing channel.
In order to thwart the trojan-spy communication, the prefetch controller
needs information about the addresses of memory lines that the trojan and spy
exploit to create conflict misses. During their communication, these memory
addresses are frequently involved in conflict misses, and therefore, would be
recorded by Conflict Miss Tracker. After the suspicious cache sets are labeled,
these exploited addresses are also sent to the prefetch controller. Then the
prefetch controller issues requests to the L1 prefetcher to bring back memory
lines for a specific times to obfuscate trojan-spy communication.
As mentioned in Section 4, the goal of mitigating a cache timing channel
is to make spy receive bits incorrectly. Figure 7 shows our prefetch controller
making the number of cache misses and hits observed by the spy to be the
same irrespective of trojan’s activity. In our illustration, for a 4-way associative
cache, the spy observes zero misses when trojan transmits bit ‘0’ and four
misses when trojan transmits bit ‘1’. In the absence of any defense, the spy
could easily discern the bit because the difference of latency of cache accesses
is high. To obfuscate the spy’s probe phase, the prefetch controller makes spy
suffer from two misses all the time. When trojan encodes bit ‘1’, the prefetcher
brings back half of the spy’s memory lines after the trojan’s activity (Note that
trojan-spy pair could be inferred by our Trigger pattern recognizer module 5.2).
The spy would observe 2 conflict misses rather than 4 misses. And when trojan
encodes bit ‘0’, trojan’s two memory lines are brought to the cache before
spy’s probe phase. Since the number of observed misses becomes independent
on trojan’s activity, it is impossible for the spy to infer trojan’s activity by
measuring cache access latencies.
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6 Experiment Setup
We evaluate PrODACT using Gem5 [7], a cycle-accurate, full-system simulator. We configure Gem5 with four x86 cores, 32 KB private L1 and 4 MB,
16-way shared L2 caches. All the experiments are run on full system mode
under Linux kernel version 2.6.32.

6.1 Cache Timing Channel Attacks

Encoding
Single-group
Single-group
Multiple-group
Multiple-group

Timing
Parallel
Round-robin
Parallel
Round-robin

Attack Implementations
[52, 34]
[11, 24]
[40, 33]
[41, 53]

Table 1: Cache timing attack classes studied in our paper.
We launch prime+probe attack on L2 shared cache and run the trojan and
spy on different cores. As shown in Table 1, we study four variants of cache
timing protocols used by adversaries. In single-group attack, the spy primes
a single cache set through generating addresses that map to the same cache
set. The trojan transmits ‘1’ by replacing all of spy’s cache blocks from the set
with its own addresses, and transmits ‘0’ by staying idle. The spy decodes bits
by measuring the access latency of cache blocks through re-issuing the set of
addresses used during its prime phase. A higher latency represents bit ‘1’, and
the lower latency represents bit ‘0’. In multiple-group attack, the spy primes
two sets of cache blocks. The trojan transmits ‘1’ by evicting the spy’s cache
blocks in the first set, and transmits ‘0’ by evicting the blocks in second set.
The spy probes both sets and deciphers the bit. Without loss of generality,
each group in single/multiple-group attacks can include multiple cache sets.
For round-robin channel attacks, the spy and trojan take turns in accessing
the cache. For parallel protocols, the spy and trojan operate simultaneously,
where the spy probes at a high frequency and the trojan evicts multiple times
for a bit to make sure that spy infers the information covertly.

6.2 Stress Test
To test the performance of PrODACT when run alongside cache-intensive
application, we run stress tests with single-group round-robin cache timing
channel and PrODACT using a micro-benchmark with high memory access
intensity. The micro-benchmark repeatedly keeps allocating different sizes of
memory blocks and frees them in order to create high memory access intensity.
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The size of memory lines allocated by micro-benchmark ranges from 1MB to 4
MB which is significantly larger than L1 and L2 caches themselves. We measure
the effectiveness of PrODACT by observing the bit error rate of cache timing
channels caused by our prefetch-based defense mechanism.

6.3 Benign Workloads
To evaluate the influence PrODACT has to benign workloads, we test PrODACT on both cache-intensive[26] and non-cache-intensive workloads from
SPEC2006[22] benchmarks. We mix the cache-intensive and non-cache-intensive
workloads, with each workload running on individual cores. Each pair of benign workloads are analyzed by trigger pattern recognizer and the number
of counter switches are computed in sliding windows with duration of 1 second. We record the maximum number of switches that happen during this one
second interval.

7 Evaluation
7.1 Analysis on Cache Timing Channel
(a) Single-Group, Round-robin Attack. We record the spy’s observed cache
latencies with and without obfuscation by PrODACT. The estimated conditional probability densities of spy’s cache latencies are shown in Figure 8.
When there is no obfuscation (as shown in Figure 8a), the measured latencies
for bit ‘0’ and ‘1’ transmissions are significantly distinguishable. Therefore,
the spy can easily pick a threshold equal to the mean of all observations to
decipher bits.
With PrODACT enabled, Figure 8b shows that the estimated conditional
probability densities change significantly. Specifically, the latency distributions
of bit ‘0’ and bit ‘1’ overlap significantly, so that there is no clear boundary
to separate them. With the thresholding-based detection mechanism, the bit
error rate for the spy is as high as 53%, which practically disables any communication. We note that spy and trojan can transmit predetermined symbol
sequences to reveal these distributions, and find an optimum threshold. Even
if this is the case, our experiments show that the lowest achievable error rate
is 37%, which is still too high for any practical communication.
(b) Multiple-Group Round-robin Attack. We implement a two-group roundrobin attack where we assume that trojan evicts the first group when transimitting bit ‘1’ and the second group when transmitting bit ‘0’. In the spy’s
probe phase, it observes two different latencies from the two cache set groups.
We visualize spy’s observations in a 2-D plots shown in Figure 9. The horizontal axis is the observed latency for the first group and the vertical axis is
the observed latency for the second group. Figure 9a shows the spy’s cache
latencies during the attack. When bit ‘0’ is transmitted, the trojan evicts spy’s
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Fig. 8: Conditional probability densities of spy’s cache latency in single-group,
round-robin attack
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Fig. 9: Spy’s cache latencies in two-group, round-robin attack
memory lines in the second group and let those in the first group to remain in
the cache. So the spy observes a higher latency for the second group of cache
blocks, and a low latency for the first group. The converse effect is observed
when bit ‘1’ is transmitted. Due to the difference in latency bands between
these two cache set groups under different bit transmissions, the spy could
easily find a decision boundary to separate the latency bands and decode the
secret bits.
With PrODACT, the spy observes about four cache misses on each cache
set regardless of the bit transmitted. There does not exist a clear decision
boundary for bit ‘0’ and ‘1’ as seen in figure 9b. If the spy forcibly applies the
decision boundary approach, the bit error rate would be as high as 35%.
(c) Single-group, Parallel Attack We note that the decoding of parallel protocols is slightly more difficult than round-robin protocols since the boundaries
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Fig. 10: Conditional Probability densities of spy’s cache latencies in singlegroup, parallel attack
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Fig. 11: Spy’s cache latencies in two-group, parallel attack
between contiguous bits may overlap. A practical way is to have the spy record
the latencies, and only keep the values corresponding to the majority of relative latency observations. In Figure 10a, we plot the spy’s measured latencies
for bit ‘0’ and ‘1’ respectively. It is straightforward for the spy to find the
threshold that equals to the mean of all observations for decoding bits. Figure 10b shows that PrODACT disrupts this cache timing channel by making
the conditional probability densities of bit ‘0’ and ‘1’ to be heavily overlapping.
The spy’s corresponding bit error rate for bit reception would be 56% if the
mean of all observations is chosen as the threshold.
(d) Multiple-group, Parallel Attack The decoding strategy for multiple-group
parallel attack is similar to single-group, parallel attack. Once the bit boundary is found, the spy can decode every bit based on the majority of relative
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observations. We plot the spy’s latency in Figure 11a. The error rate is 0%
without obfuscation.Figure 11b shows that some of the triangle-marked points
(bit ‘0’) shift to the right half of the plane while many circle-marked points (bit
‘1’) move to the left half when PrODACT is activated. The decision boundary
works with 70% error rate (or 30% error rate if inverse logic is applied), which
prevents any feasible cache timing channel.

7.2 Analysis on Benign Applications
As discussed in Section 5, PrODACT only obfuscates the access latencies when
suspicious behaviors are detected by our trigger pattern recognizer. When
there is a A → B and B → A evict pattern, the counter in trigger pattern recognizer would switch. If the number of counter switches for a pair of processes
is larger than a threshold, PrODACT would issue prefetch requests to L1 cache
and disrupt any potential timing channels. As shown in Table 2, the largest
number of counter switches per second for benign workload pairs is less than
40, while we observe at least 1,000 switches per second for all of the realistic timing channels studied in our work. Because of this huge gap between
benign workloads and attacks, we note that the threshold separating the malicious timing channels and benign applications can be set easily. A 100 counter
switches/second can be a conservative threshold to make sure that no benign
application would be disrupted by PrODACT, while all of the realistic cache
timing channels are correctly captured.
Table 2: Maximum number of switches/second observed in highly cacheintensive benchmarks.
Benchmark
GemsFDTD, hmmer, xalancbmk, namd
bzip2, gobmk, h264ref, namd
bzip2, gobmk, sjeng, mcf
bzip2, gobmk, sjeng, specrand

Max. number of switches / second
6
25
34
26

7.3 Evaluation of Stress Test
The performance of PrODACT running alongside cache-intensive applications
is shown in Figure 12. The x -axis is the size of memory blocks being accessed by
micro-benchmark. The y-axis shows bit error rate (measured as the percentage
of bits received incorrectly or not received at all). The mean and standard
deviation of bit error rates are observed for round-robin single-group cache
timing channels. The average bit error rates are all above 40%. The standard
deviation slightly increase when the number of memory blocks accessed by
micro-benchmark increases. The lowest bit error rate that we have observed is
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of obfuscated bits
37%, which is still sufficient to obfuscate any communication. In general, the
cache timing channel could still be successfully mitigated by PrODACT when
memory bandwidth is severely occupied.

7.4 Case Study: Defense against Smarter Spy
As sophisticated adversaries, the spy and trojan may try to learn the latency
distribution under obfuscation and manage to recover their communication.
In this subsection, we are going to demonstrate that even an advanced classification algorithm cannot recover the cache timing channel with PrODACT
deployed effectively.
For illustration, we will show adversaries that launch a sophisticated attack
using multi-group, round-robin protocol. In this attack scenario, the trojan
transmits predetermined symbol sequences so that the spy is able to collect
data sets of latency observations labeled with bit ‘0’ or ‘1’. Now the spy can
leverage the latency data sets to decode bits even if the latency observations
are obfuscated. Specifically, the spy can formulate the decoding process as a
classical classification problem using machine learning approaches. K-nearest
neighbors (KNN) [18] is an efficient algorithm for this type of scenario, and we
assume that the spy leverage this algorithm to classify bits. For a new observation, the KNN algorithm computes its distance to all labeled observations and
picks the K closest observations among them. It classifies the new observation
using the majority of these K closest neighbors.
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In this experiment, we activate PrODACT in a probabliistic way such that
only a fraction of the bits (a tunable parameter) would be obfuscated. We
perform 1000 experiments to test the bit error rate using KNN (K = 4, 6, 9),
as well as the naive decision boundary-based classification we discussed in Section 7.1. The sample mean of bit error rates is recorded for every fraction. In
Figure 13, with all of the bits obfuscated, the naive decision boundary leads
to 35% bit error. The KNN algorithm with relatively low K value (K=4) improves the communication quality slightly compared to the naive classification,
but the error rate is still as high as 25%, which is still sufficiently noisy to correctly decipher bits. The KNN algorithms with higher K value is worse than
the naive classification because the two sets of samples are mixed significantly.
In general, the error rate is still high enough to stop the information leakage
even with smarter spy.
Figure 13 also shows that it is not necessary to obfuscate every bit. In fact,
to make the cache timing channel suffer from 20% bit error rate, enabling
PrODACT for 60% of the bits is sufficient. We note that the system administrators could tune the corresponding obfuscation rate to effectively trade-off
system security and memory bandwidth overheads.

8 Discussion
In this section, we will discuss the extension of PrODACT for flush+reload
attacks with a relatively small change in our design. Later, we will discuss how
to defeat adversaries who try to evade detection by lowering their bandwidths.

8.1 Flush+Reload Attack
In contrast to prime+probe attack that rely on conflict misses, flush+reload
attack exploit clflush command to evict memory lines of victim/trojan. During
the flush phase, the spy flushes the memory lines using clflush command and
waits. Then, the trojan encodes bit ‘1’ by accessing the flushed memory lines,
and encodes bit ‘0’ by stay idle. During the reload phase, the spy reloads all
of the flushed memory lines and measures the cache access latency. To detect
flush+reload attack, we record the addresses of flushed memory lines (similar
to recording the replaced conflict memory addresses in prime+probe). The
clflush commands and the conflict memory address loads by the spy or trojan
would be seen alternatively if there is a flush+reload-based timing channel.
To extract this pattern, we modify the counter in trigger pattern recognizer to
make it increase if we observe a clflush command and decrease when a flushed
memory line suffers from cache miss. After detecting a flush+reload attack, the
prefetcher brings back memory lines to make spy suffer from the same number
of cache misses regardless of trojan’s activity in the cache. With this relatively small modification to PrODACT, our design could successfully obfuscate flush+reload timing channels. We note that the trigger pattern recognizer
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for flush+reload attack and prime+probe attack can be run simultaneously as
well.

8.2 Low Bandwidth Timing Channels
Fortunately, our PrODACT design offers flexible granularity of monitoring by
providing the capability to adjust the thresholds for timing channel detection. For a low bandwidth timing channel, the trojan → spy and spy → trojan
eviction would still appear in an alternating pattern. To detect such low bandwidth timing channels, we could lower or remove the threshold in our filter
during trigger pattern recognition. While this may produce more processes for
further analysis, low bandwidth channels could be effectively detected from
further analysis by the trigger recognizer module.

9 Related Work
Side and covert channels have been implemented on various types of hardware
in a number of ways. To name a few, storage [15, 16], power analysis [30,
30, 14, 9, 44], program execution [35, 60] or access latency [57, 1, 56, 19, 10, 27]
are among the prominently studied information leakage channels. In many
such channels, the adversary can reveal secrets about sensitive processes or
endanger system security without leaving any trace. Prior works have proposed
counter strategies for power and storage channels through memory safety and
inspection [21, 8, 45, 42, 47, 43]. For timing channels, the access time directly
influences the performance of processes. Techniques such as injecting noise
may lead to severe performance degradation of all running processes. Among
all of the timing channels, cache timing channels are notorious because they
can exploit numerous cache sets with relative ease.
Cache side- and covert timing channels have been demonstrated on real
hardware in several prior studies [33, 28, 3, 4]. To detect and prevent these cache
timing channels, solutions have been proposed in [10, 11, 39, 55]. CC-hunter [11]
proposes a generic framework for cache covert timing channel detection using autocorrelation between cache conflict misses. Chiapetta et al. [12] and
HexPads [39] leverage performance counters to correlate trojan and spy’s activities for detection. ReplayConfusion [55] records and replays cache access
traces from the trojan and spy and detects cache timing attacks based on
differences of cache misses. Most of these works are aimed at detecting cache
timing channels.
A number of hardware mitigation schemes have been proposed to defend
against the cache timing channel attacks. For L1 cache timing attack, Bao et
al. [5] explore the implication of faster 3D integrated caches to perform low
cost obfuscation. CATalyst [31] propose a secure cache partition for securitysensitive application to access secretive data. This mechanism is limited to protect voluntary victim processes that utilize the secure partition. SecDCP [49]
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performs dynamic cache partition on different security domains. However, it
suffers from scalability issues due to limited number of cache partitions. Mitigation mechanisms that modify cache line replacement algorithms such as
SHARP [54] and RIC [29] influence all applications and may cause considerable cache performance degradations.
Fuchs et al. [20] propose a disruptive prefetching scheme that utilizes existing prefetch policies to pollute caches. They also propose the set balancing
mechanism to bring random addresses on every other cache set for each cache
replacement to confuse the spy. This approach only works for L1 caches, and
may largely reduce the inherent cache performance for benign applications.
Differently, PrODACT can handle multiple timing channel variants effectively
regardless of the number of cache blocks used in communication. Our proposed
mechanism also has less performance impact due to the prefetching on targeted
cache sets.

10 Conclusion
In this article, we propose PrODACT, an efficient, scalable and low-cost solution to prevent information leakage through cache timing channels. PrODACT
analyzes the conflict misses in shared caches, and targets the cache sets that are
likely to be exploited by malicious processes. Hardware prefetchers are leveraged to obfuscate cache accesses on suspicious cache sets. PrODACT retrieves
back the cache blocks owned by trojan and spy to obfuscate spy’s observation
using cache latencies. We evaluate using several cache timing channel protocols. With PrODACT, we observe that the cache timing channels suffer an
average 50% bit error rate (with minimum 30%) which makes it very hard or
impossible for spy to decipher any useful information.
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